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• Using the meeting console 
• Type your question any time

• Hit “send”

• Q&A at the end

To Submit a Question
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Available on the Customer Success Center

https://success.planview.com/?cid=community

Planview Customer Community presentations

https://success.planview.com/?cid=community
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➢ The world's largest building society, run for the benefit of its members.

➢ Provides current account, saving, mortgage, credit card, loan, insurance and investment products

➢ Which? Banking Brand of the Year 2017 

Introductions

➢ Paul Ballard, Principal Architect.

➢ I lead a team that manage and develop Nationwide’s Enterprise Architecture capability (including 
frameworks and tooling)

➢ I am also the architect lead for our simplification agenda
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Increased regulatory focus on resilience and an enduring need to ensure 
we can provide resilient retail banking services for our members

We had no ability to understand the end-end mapping of how we realise 
critical services for our members

Without this data we couldn’t be sure that we were investing in 
mitigating the critical resilience risks nor could we measure how we 
were improving our overall resilience position

Problem Statement
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Addressing Resilience…

• We identified 26 ‘Business Service Lines’. A Business Service Line (BSL) is a critical function or service that we provide to our members, for 
example ‘making card payments’, or an internal service that is critical to the survival of the business. 

• Each BSL has been allocated to one of four ‘service tiers’ depending on its relative time-criticality.  Each service tier has a corresponding set of 
resilience standards with more time-critical services requiring greater resilience than less time-critical services. 

• Each BSL comprises a series of business processes, supported by technology, people, third parties and premises. 

• By identifying and then assessing the resilience of the underpinning components it is possible to understand the resilience position for each BSL 
and thereafter make targeted investments to uplift capability where required.
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➢ Populated with the map of how our 
BSLs are realised

➢ Key resilience indicators implemented 
through calculated values so the 
resilience of all assets can be assessed

➢ New perspectives created to support 
analysis of resilience risk

➢ Data confidence features to drive uplift 
in data quality

➢ Enables us to spot the resilience 
gremlins before they hurt us

The Role of Troux

Nationwide Core Enterprise Data

Business Service Line
Retail Economic 

Function

Premises People & Process Technology Third Party

Location Teams

Processes

Applications

Software 
Modules

Servers

External 
Organisations

Contracts
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Example Perspectives
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THE OPERATING MODEL IS CRUCIAL

Data, Data, Data

Probably tried to extend Troux too far

Creating a CoE to own the capability in BAU is mandatory

Create an eco-system of integrated tools

Think about the analytics you will need and design them in early

Don’t customize Troux

Make it easy for users

Top down sponsorship is required

Lessons Learned and Value Achieved

Enabled us to report on our resilience position

Helped ensure investment was addressing the right risks

Long term not short term

Not yet as successful as we hoped

But there is much wider benefit we can get from this solution…
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Lessons Learned Value Achieved
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Remember: culture eats strategy for breakfast
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The resilience solution built out our Enterprise Architecture as-is model and added a resilience viewpoint over the top of 
it. We can exploit this investment.

Exploiting the Resilience Work

Nationwide’s EA Repository

Technical Debt 
Insight

Enrich with 
licence and 
roadmap 
data  

Enrich with 
personal data

Enrich with card 
data Enrich with 

roadmap and 
integration 
data

Integrate with other 
systems (e.g. CMDB) to 
uplift data quality
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What’s Next
Implement an Application Portfolio Management capability

A maintained end-to-end view of an 
application – reducing the need for 
project ‘archaeology’

A maintained view of technical debt

The ability to control technical debt by 
directing investments to strategic and 
away from non-strategic applications and 
technology

A view of the technology / support risks to 
the business

The ability to identify candidates for 
decommissioning, and the scope of the 
work to achieve it

The basis for more complex insights and 
future-state architecture planning

Implement a Technology Portfolio Management 
capability

Create an ecosystem of integrated tools

Will drive technology convergence through architecture 
governance

Key building block for EoSL risk analysis

GDPR Proof of Concept

? Explore whether the ecosystem of tools we are building can 
meet GDPR record of processing requirements

Keeps data fresh

Reduces manual 
effort

! Relies on a robust 
data architecture
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You will only get the value from Troux if you have the right operating model and 
culture across the organisation

You will need top down sponsorship to be successful

Invest in a BAU capability to own and manage Troux 

Increase adoption by putting Troux into critical processes

No matter what you think or who tells you otherwise, this is harder than you 
think to do successfully

Key Takeaways and Recommendations
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• Operationalize one strategy 
across the PMO, EA, and 
Product Development

• Portfolio and Resource 
Management across all types 
of work

• Capability and Technology 
Management to enable 
transformation

• Team Collaboration that brings 
teams together to streamline 
day-to-day execution

Enterprise-wide Strategic Execution
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Thank You


